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Editor’s Comments
Mike Weber reports that the Pikes Peak Cog Railway
has ordered new trains. In addition they will be spending
over 100 million to upgrade the tracks and railroad station.
They expect to reopen by late 2021 or early 2022.
I am planning to do a future issue dedicated to the New
River Train. According to Jim Corbett the 2018 trip was not
financially successful. Therefore 2018 may have been the
last New River Train Fall Excursions. If you rode this train
in the past and have anything you would like to contribute
to this article please let me know.
The recent Railroad Passenger Car Alliance (RPCA)
held in Cincinnati on January 16-20 appears to have been
very successful. Approximately 200 RPCA members attended the conference. The conference next year will be in
Albuquerque, NM.
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Cincinnati Railroad Club News
February 8, 2019
By Randy Krumm

PROGRAMS AT FUTURE MEETINGS
March 7th

Exotic Trains of India – Richard Stern

April 4th

The Cincinnati Railroad Club - A Long Look Back – Roy Hord

APRIL 7th TRIP TO GREENBRIER RESORT via AMTRAK’S CARDINAL
Schedule (NOT GUARANTEED!):
3:17 am – Depart Cincinnati on Train #50
11:39 am – Arrive White Sulphur Springs (Shuttle or 10 minute walk to Resort)
12:15 pm – Lunch at “Draper’s Café” (on Greenbrier premises)
2:00 pm – Bunker Tour begins
3:30 pm – Bunker Tour concludes
4:30 pm – Walk or Shuttle to the White Sulphur Springs Train Station
5:05 pm – Depart on Train #51
1:31 am – Arrive Cincinnati (Monday morning, April 8th)
The Bunker Tour costs $39 per person (plus gratuity), Lunch will probably cost about $30 per person, and the
lowest Amtrak Coach fare is currently $44 each way (subject to change). There are also a number of
“caveats”:
* Lunch or Bunker Tour reservations can not be made in advance, so we might have to wait to be seated for
lunch and/or there is the real possibility that the Bunker Tour will be “sold out”. The Greenbrier is a huge,
beautiful Resort property; one could spend hours just walking the grounds and taking it all in. That would be
the alternate “activity” if the Bunker Tour isn’t available (or the alternative for those not interested in the
Tour).
* If the Cardinal is very late, we will have to eat lunch on the train. If the Cardinal is hopelessly late, we will
have to forgo the Tour as well. On the other hand, since there are no Lunch or Tour reservations, there’s no
financial risk if we don’t arrive in time to participate in either. Note that the Bunker Tour involves one mile of
walking, and 25 steps, and the Greenbrier Resort is very strict about their dress code; compliance
is mandatory.
Details on the Tour, Restaurant and Dress Code can be found at:
- http://www.greenbrier.com/Activities/The-Bunker/Bunker-Tours.aspx
- http://www.greenbrier.com/Dining/Restaurant-Collection/Draper-s
- http://www.greenbrier.com/Greenbrier2.0/media/PDF/Sales%20Kits/DressCode.pdf
To join us on this trip, simply make your own reservation with Amtrak and let us know you’re going! Email
the Club at cincinnatirrclub@gmail.com or call Randy Krumm at 513-403-0839.
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President’s Comments
By Randy Krumm
We had a great crowd of over fifty members at our February meeting, who suffered through an overly long
Business Meeting followed by a very high-quality Program presented by Jim Corbett. Thanks to all! For those
who were unable to join us, a brief recap of the two topics I spent too much time talking about…
I was finally able to connect with Elizabeth Pierce, the CEO of the Cincinnati Museum Center, and we had
a very cordial conversation the same day as our Club meeting. Club member Dennis Palmer, who is also a
Museum Center Volunteer, joined me for this meeting, as did Rodney Maggard, CMC’s new head of Facilities.
We did not discuss the Tower A lease that was offered to the Club last year, as that is a “given”: the terms are a
requirement under Historical Tax Credit Financing that furnished $44 million of the building’s renovation cost.
We could not afford that lease, and nothing about that has or will change. So, there is zero opportunity to go
back to the “way things were”. However, I presented the possibility that the Club might be interested in renting (only) our former Library and Archive Room spaces up in Tower A, the Newsreel Theatre for our meetings
and also Tower A itself on other Thursday evenings for informal gatherings. She only quoted the price of renting the Newsreel Theatre for an event; on a stand-alone basis it’s too high to make it worthwhile for the Club.
However, there are other meeting areas within the reconfigured building that could accommodate us. I sensed
a willingness to continue talking; she used the word “negotiate” several times. However, she explained that
Tower A (and the RR Club) are definitely not topics they can focus on right now because the building will undergo a critical “top to bottom” inspection on April 1st to determine if all renovation work and subsequent exhibit installations adhered to requirements imposed under the various Historic Tax Credit provisions. After
that April 1st inspection, no further installations/changes can occur for sixty days! So, they are scrambling to
get as much done as possible now... That is priority #1, period. I intend to respect this priority and not bother
her again until April.
She reiterated the Museum Center’s desire to re-open Tower A as a Train Viewing Area this Spring, but
because of the priority outlined above, they have been unable to devote any time to thinking through how that
will be handled. Also, a very recent visit to the space by Club member Tom Bredestege confirmed that much
work remains to be done in Tower A. So, the sign indicating “Tower A will Reopen in the Spring” should be
interpreted to mean very Late Spring!
In the meantime, another possible avenue for a renewed CRRC presence within the Museum Center has
materialized: “Hosting” the Amtrak Waiting Room on Weekends. Club member Mike Weber recently met
with the appropriate Amtrak executive to discuss this possibility, and the reaction was very positive. The idea
is that Club member volunteers would “Host” inside the Waiting Room on Saturday & Sunday afternoons, in
much the same way we used to “Host” up in Tower A, educating the public on both Amtrak and our Club. After outlining this idea to our members at the February meeting, fifteen people responded positively when I
asked who would be interested and available to do this at least one weekend afternoon a month. If we have
your email address, you have already received a message from me asking this same question as I need to have
confirmation of this interest level before initiating formal conversations with Amtrak. If we do not have your
email address, please call me (513-403-0839) if you’re interested in being added to the list of “interested individuals”. I think this is a great possibility for “Club exposure”, and that it would be fantastic to facilitate daytime public viewing of the Waiting Room for the first time in decades. If successful, this could lead to utilization of the Waiting Room for other purposes by the Club; use your own imagination!
I will close with a reminder about our April 7th trip to the Greenbrier Resort via Amtrak. Can you join us?
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A Long Time Railfan Retires
By Jack Clock
Several weeks ago I was informed by Mike Weber that Jeff
Hirsh would be retiring. Many of the CRRC members in the
Cincinnati area know Jeff as a TV reporter for WKRC Local 12.
For those of you who don’t watch TV much, or who are out of
Cincinnati area, I thought it was only fair to provide a little more
information about him.

the

York
NY and
age. He
He has

Jeff says that his love of trains may have been hereditary. His
parents met on a train, waiting in line for the dining car on the
New Haven Railroad’s Cape Codder after World War II. He
grew up in Hartsdale in suburban New York City. He was near
the Harlem Division, the Hudson Division and the New Haven
Railroad. He is not sure why he became interested in trains, other
than the genetic hook mentioned above. His dad took him to
watch trains, and on train rides when he was a kid, into New
York City. He also took him to such faraway places as Albany,
NY and Reading, PA. It seems like he was hooked at a very early
age. He began subscribing to Trains when he was 12 years old,
having been a subscriber for 55 years. By now he should be
getting a free subscription.

Jeff Hirsh, WKRC Local 12

Jeff has been a broadcast journalist since 1977, right after
graduate school. He holds 3 degrees. He earned a BA in History from the University of Michigan, an MA in
History from Washington University and an MA in Journalism from the University of Missouri.
His first job was in Roanoke, Virginia. He did a number of railroad stories in that Norfolk and Western
town, including coverage of the BRAC union strike. He also rode the last Southern Southern Crescent. He
rode the Amtrak Crescent and then reported on the then last passenger train out of Roanoke, the Hilltopper. He
wanted to go back to Roanoke for the recent return of Amtrak, but was not able to do so.
Jeff has been in Cincinnati since 1979. He landed here two weeks before the Who concert tragedy, and that
was his first big story. He was at WLW Channel 5 at that time and he remained there until 1998, when he began at WKRC. His first Emmy Award was of course about trains. He did a series on grade crossing safety
called Stop, Look and Hope. His major beat was, and still is, about government and politics. He said that he
tries to side in some train stories whenever possible.
While in college Jeff worked for Amtrak for a couple of summers in the mid 1970’s. He was what was then
called a coach porter, but is now known as a train attendant. He also worked a couple of shifts in the diner
serving real food, not the prepackaged food they now serve. He was based in Chicago and worked the trains to
Seattle, Los Angeles and Houston. He claims that he only put one person’s luggage off at the wrong stop.
Jeff has also ridden the Canadian twice. He will ride it again as part of a 15,000 mile rail adventure around
the United States and Canada after he retires at the end of February, 2019.
Jeff has two daughters. One is a doctor and the other is the director of a pre-school. He is currently divorced, but engaged to be married this summer. His fiancée Jennifer lives in Chicago, as do his daughters, so
he plans to relocate there. He will keep his apartment in Cincinnati through the rest of the year, and they will
divide their time between Chicago and Cincinnati until he moves there permanently.
Once Jeff is retired he can keep us supplied with railroad stories about his train travels and railroad activities in Chicago. With all his experience he could probably become an adjunct professor in history or journalism somewhere in the Chicago area. We all wish him the best of luck in this new venture.
(Continued on Page 5)
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Jeff on one of his many rail adventures. We wish him many more.

Left: Jeff in Amtrak Uniform on trip to C&O Heritage Center on November 11, 2012
Below: Jeff and Bryan Cash on National Train Day May 6, 2015
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Amtrak And Other News
By Mike Weber
WASHINGTON - Customers can soon take advantage of more opportunities to travel by train as Amtrak
increases daily service between Norfolk, Va., and Boston. Beginning in March, customers in the waterfront city and surrounding areas will be able to choose from two daily departures of the Amtrak Northeast Regional when planning travel to the Northeast.
Amtrak provides a same-seat trip to and from Norfolk, and makes intermediate stops in Richmond, Washington, D.C., Baltimore, Philadelphia, New York City, and other cities along the Nort heast Corridor. The
Norfolk station is also a stop for the Thruway bus connection for service to the Amtrak station in Newport
News.
Amtrak and the Virginia Department of Rail and Public Transportation {DRPT) partner to provide intercity
passen-ger rail service throughout the Commonwealth. Amtrak service returned to Norfolk in 2012, and
in Roanoke in 2017.
"Amtrak service is a vital alternative in the Commonwealth's overall transportation solution," said Joe
McHugh, Vice President, State Supported Business Development for Amtrak. "DRPT and other partners
work together to meet the increasing demand for passenger rail service and provide additional capacity."
Customers experience a comfortable and enjoyable way to travel on a national network serving more
than 500 destinations, and benefits such as a free and generous baggage policy, free Wi-Fi, no middle seat
and an easy, streamlined boarding process.
The Amtrak Northeast Regional features Coach and Business Class offering outlets for mobile devices. The
Cafe Car offers sandwiches, salads, snacks and hot and cold beverages, including a variety of wine, beer and
soda.
************************************************************************************************

L&N departure from Cincinnati Union
Terminal on bridge approach—Photo
by Mike Weber
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The Wreck of the Southern Railway Piedmont at Potomac Yard, Virginia
By John Frye, with passenger train research and photos by Jim Mixter
In the Spring of 1972, the winds of change had already started to blow for Potomac Yard (PY) in Arlington
and Alexandria Virginia, though they were still just a rustling in the distance. PY, once the largest operating
classification yard in the Eastern U.S.A., at well over 7 ½ miles long between “home signals,” was the northern end of the century-plus old, and quite prosperous bridge line Richmond, Fredericksburg and Potomac Railroad (RF&P). Changes would include a Washington D.C. Metro Transit tunnel being built under the yard replacing the “duck-under” mentioned in detail below. Another soon-to-come change was massive bridge construction to replace the failing timber bridge over Four Mile Run, which had in previous recent years flooded
nearby Arlandrea apartments when the old bridge became a water bottleneck and the yard acted as a massive
dam. But the greatest change ahead was that in a decade, Potomac Yard and the century-old RF&P would both
be gone. A gust of change which had already occurred was that the new, nationalized American railroad passenger operation known as Amtrak had taken responsibility for all long-distance passenger trains except those
of a few railroads the previous year, though individual railroads and crews continued to operate them under
contract for Amtrak. This story, though, is about an incident that happened in the still active time of Potomac
Yard operations and Southern Railway passenger service.
On this day, Thursday, April 27th, 1972, a regular run of the B4, a Penn-Central mixed manifest freight, left
Enola Yard, just north of Harrisburg, Pennsylvania in the afternoon sunlight and headed for Potomac Yard in
Virginia. Spring was already pushing winter grey to green along the Pennsylvania shores of the Susquehanna
River and into the headwaters of the Chesapeake Bay in Maryland. The train was overpowered with 3 of the
66, E-44 ex-Pennsylvania electric locomotives (lovingly called “bricks” by the crews), now with the interlocking letters “PC” on their soot-black sides in command at the point of B4. E-44’s were redesigned and uppowered versions of the Virginian Railway EL-C locomotives used on coal drags from Mullins, West Virginia
to Roanoke, Virginia in the Blue Ridge mountains. These General Electric E-44’s could produce 4,400 HP
each, and with just 93 cars on the nearly level run from Enola to PY, the 4-man crew of reasonably experienced men had an easy time handling the train.
It was an uneventful “milk run,” arriving at the end of the Penn-Central tracks on the South end of the Potomac River Long Bridge, and the RF&P’s “RO” tower home signals, the official north end of the RF&P railroad. The run was on time at just shy of 10:00 PM. B4 had the expected “approach” signal over mainline
track 3, indicating they would leave the mainline and travel into the Southward entrance to PY. The RF&P
knew B4 was arriving because it was announced to the RF&P dispatcher in Richmond, VA. by the PennCentral, Virginia Tower operator, located near L'Enfant Plaza in Washington DC, as B4 had passed by. This
busy tower is where the Pennsylvania tracks split to send passenger trains into the “capitol tunnel” to the D.C.
Union Station, or freights to and from the north across the Anacostia River bridge. The Virginia Tower operator would then read each car owner and reporting number into a microphone. A “vox operated” or voicecontrolled circuit designed and installed by my RF&P co-worker, Tom Pearson, connected to the link to the
PY - yard office tape machine for reconciling the makeup of the train with the conductor’s manifest. Then the
PY yard office people determined which of the trains’ cars would be switched to what leaving train for continuing south from the PY yard, and prepare the “cut list” for the hump crew. B4 took the switch and officially
entered Potomac Yard as she passed the duck-under approach signal, 16RR.
B4 proceeded at about 20 MPH. The approach track swung west, descended, then came back east to the
mainlines, crossing under track 2 (north bound) and 3 (southbound) at a short tunnel/bridge unimaginatively
called “the duck-under.” Sometime in the past, as steam was replaced with diesel-electric on the RF&P, track
1 was removed on the main line tracks passing the yard to the west. The duck-under track came east and back
upward to about 15 feet below the level of the mainline tracks. The duck-under was located at Mile Post 109 +
600’ (109 miles from Richmond’s RF&P ACCA Yard home signals) and was constructed around 1900 to
avoid freights having to crossover the busy northbound #2 passenger mainline track to enter the yard.
(Continued on Page 8)
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(The Wreck of the Southern Railway Piedmont... Continued from Page 7)
1 was removed on the main line tracks passing the yard to the west. The duck-under track came east and
back upward to about 15 feet below the level of the mainline tracks. The duck-under was located at Mile Post
109 + 600’ (109 miles from Richmond’s RF&P ACCA Yard home signals) and was constructed around 1900
to avoid freights having to crossover the busy northbound #2 passenger mainline track to enter the yard.
Of note is that once off the RF&P mainline, FRA operating rules and track inspection guidelines were not
in force, as PY had its own rules for operation and track maintenance within the yard limits. Most of the operational rules were similar to FRA’s guidelines (and RF&P’s mainline rules), but had provisions for radio operations, yard-specific speed limits and so forth. Track inspection rules were not similar at all.
To help with setting the location we are discussing, this was behind the 12 story buildings of Arlington,
VA’s Crystal City just to the West, and just south of the end of runways #1 and #4 of National Airport (now
Reagan National) located just to the East on the Potomac River shore. The duck-under was about a mile north
of the bridge connecting Crystal City to National Airport at 26th St. The duck-under and tracks all the way to
the center of Potomac Yards were electrified.
B4 slowed as it continued into the yard on southward receiving track 1 now at about 8 mph. From the
southward receiving tracks 1 and 2, the southbound incoming “ladder” began, with a dozen or so tracks available for trains awaiting classification over the hump as time and schedules permitted. A little over 2 miles into
the yard limits, B4 went into emergency and quickly stopped, but not before 8 cars had derailed from about 1/3
of the way down B4’s consist at cars 29 through 35. An un-attended caboose of a parked train on Southward
Receiving track 2 was also crashed into, derailed, and added to B4’s wrecked cars. An empty Penn- Central
boxcar was pushed by the 60 or so cars behind it sideways and climbed the 15’ bank, fouling RF&P mainline
track #2.
None of the two crewmen on the head end or the two on the tail of B4 took any action other than to try to
call the Southbound RF&P Yardmaster at the “223 desk” located on the summit of the Southbound hump.
One of the first, and most basic safety rules taught any trainman on any railroad is that in any emergency,
protect (flag) your train from other trains. The rule notes that when a train goes into emergency, the assumption must be that a derailment caused the loss of brake pipe air, unless another reason is known. The ignoring
of this basic and time-tested rule by the B4 crew could have cost dozens of lives. Their inaction is inexcusable
and, should people have been killed, could have been deemed criminal manslaughter.
Meanwhile Southern Railway train #6, the Piedmont, which originated in Atlanta at 7AM, was due into DC
at 10:15PM. Southern had not yet opted to join Amtrak; it’s timetable listed the Piedmont as having baggage
service, coaches, and food and beverage service (the latter north of Charlotte.) Its consist was stainless steel
cars and modernized heavyweights (roller bearings, Tight-Lock couplers, and new brakes), of which the
Southern kept a few in very good shape, and continued to use through the end of their passenger service. The
Piedmont ran on a fairly new schedule—between Washington and Atlanta with early morning departures and
late evening arrivals in both directions. Decades earlier, the same name was carried by a train secondary to the
flagship “Crescent” between New York and New Orleans, operating over four different railroads. As the
Southern and other railroads cut back their passenger service, the Piedmont was completely discontinued, then
brought back as an overnight train between New York and Atlanta. Later, the route was adjusted again, and
then made into a Washington-Atlanta day train running almost entirely on Southern rails.
On April 27 ,1972, the northward Piedmont, train #6 consist was four EMD FP7 1,500 HP locomotives, #’s
6144, 6148, 6132 and 6137, followed by Southern 705, a stainless bag-dorm-coach, Southern 955, a stainless
steel lounge coach providing food and beverage service, Southern 1037, a stainless steel coach, Penn Central
baggage 9143, a heavyweight baggage express (both NYC and PRR had similar cars in the 9100 series, so the
origin of this car is in question), and last, Southern baggage 543, a heavyweight baggage/express car. The
train had traveled on Southern home rails for about 630 miles from Atlanta. This was an interesting train, and
not “normal” for railroad thinking for the time. The consist of 4 engines with 6,000 HP for 3 stainless and 2
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(The Wreck of the Southern Railway Piedmont... Continued from Page 8)
baggage cars appeared to be way over-powered. The reason is that the Southern hooked on ½ to a mile of trailertrain cars to the Piedmont for most of its journey! These were cut off at the Southern intermodal ramp just south-west of
where the Southern and RF&P tracks met in Alexandria, VA. Years later, Amtrak experimented intermodal cars added
to its trains, but this was relatively short-lived.
After dropping their “hitchhiking” trailer-carriers, the Piedmont came onto to RF&P tracks at the Alexandria (AF)
Tower, and planned to go over the Potomac River “Long Bridge,” attaining Penn-Central owned tracks for the last few
miles into Union Station. The train was crossed over at AF tower from the Southern approach passenger running track
to RF&P track #2, the normal northbound track. The Piedmont serviced Alexandria station ½ mile from AF, and departed on time at just after 10:00PM; the engineer accelerated toward the 80 MPH limit of the well-maintained “FRA class
5” RF&P mainline track and made a running brake test, which the engineer later reported that the train responded normally. Experienced engineers would begin notching down their train and then place the train to “Run-0,” or coast, near
signal “107” to allow their trains to begin the drop in speed to RO tower, the end of the RF&P, at milepost 118, so as not
to need a significant brake application for the 20 mph limit from RO to Union Station in Washington DC. The automatic
107 signal (at milepost 107) was passed displaying “high green” or “clear.”
As the Piedmont passed the Penn Central B4 freight engines a few seconds later at about 60 mph, noticing their headlights, there was no indication from the freight’s crew that anything was wrong, even though it was about 8 minutes
since the emergency brake application on the freight train had occurred. The head-end crew of the Piedmont said they
noticed a light, which later was determined to be a PY car inspector trying to flag the passenger train to stop, however
his lamp was white, and he was not yet all the way up the hill to the mainline tracks. His attempt to signal “stop” failed.
Seeing the lights of workers below was a common occurrence for trains passing the yard.
The B4 rear end brakeman finally had left the caboose and proceeded toward the dispatcher phone, located by the
Solite gravel company switch near where the duck-under track began its downward path. This was not his primary responsibility; flagging (protecting) his and other trains was. On the way, he encountered 2 Potomac Yard car inspectors
and told them of B4’s derailment, the inspectors then called their radio base known as call sign “207;” this person monitored radio communications, and noted any defects the car inspectors may have detected for car shop repair or in-place
maintenance.
Actually, several employees working in the yard attempted to either get in touch with those able to contact the Richmond dispatcher to un-fleet the automatic signals (like 107) on the mainline to indicate stop. Others tried to get to the
mainline to flag the approaching passenger train to stop. None were successful. Even seconds before, at 10:07, the
“207” Car Inspection Supervisor was trying to contact the Southbound Yardmaster at the “223” desk to report the B4
derailment.
As the passenger train came around the gradual left turn at the Alexandria 26th street bridge, the crew saw a green
boxcar partially across their track, the engineer dumped the train to emergency and dove for the floor. The year 1972
was well before trains had “black box” data recorders; however many had speed recorders, so the 60 mph collision speed
the crew reported was found to be accurate. Officially for the record, at 10:08 the Northbound Piedmont hit a derailed
boxcar from the Penn-Central B4 freight. All 4 of the locomotives and the 3 occupied coaches left the tracks.
Even though the Southern head end brakeman was injured and the locomotive was leaning, he immediately left the
locomotive with flares and went to protect his train and others approaching on Southbound track 3; the rear passenger
train flagman did the same. Both men remained on post until relieved.
Passengers were shaken up, but the coaches remained upright and had not “accordioned” into a zig-zag like the locomotives did. The head end brakeman was treated at the scene for his injuries after he was relieved of his flagging duty.
The empty boxcar was thrown into the air and off the mainline, ending up mingled with the other derailed freight cars,
there were no hazardous materials involved.
Interestingly, the National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) investigation had the train number correct, but in their
notes described it as “The Southern Crescent.” When this article’s co-author, Jim Mixter, noted the consist and the time
of the accident in my draft article, he determined the NTSB report had the correct train number (Southern #6) but that the
train was actually the Southern’s Piedmont. The first clue was the power for the wrecked passenger train, as the Crescent always was powered by E7’s or E8’s; second, the Crescent was always a much longer consist, including a dining
car and sleeping cars, and was due into Washington, D.C. in the morning.

(Continued on page 10)
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(The Wreck of the Southern Railway Piedmont... Continued from Page 9
The flagship train of the great Southern Railway was, and some say still is, the Crescent. There were times when the
Crescent carried no coaches, only Pullman cars, over some or all of its route. Amtrak operates the Crescent today with
its regular long distance single level equipment. But I digress.
The NTSB conducted an intensive and in my opinion very competent investigation other than the casual miss-naming
of the train. One of the unanswered questions concerned the various alleged radio communication attempts to the Southbound Yardmaster from the Penn-Central B4, whose PY yard call sign was the same as their telephone extension, 223.
Radios checked were found to be in proper working order, and the passenger train radio on the lead wrecked locomotive
was used to communicate with Virginia Tower. The most effective communication was from the Piedmont’s conductor
who went to a Crystal City coin operated phone booth and called his dispatcher in Greensboro, NC.
Later, all radios were checked by the NTSB and were found to be operational, so why no communication was received at the Southbound Yardmaster 223 desk remains a mystery, even when several others heard the B4 engineer trying to call. The cabin car on B4 had no radio. It should be noted that the area behind Crystal City and nearby National
airport was a very radio and electronically active area, my personal experience working on, and maintaining the radios of
the RF&P, was that radio communications in that area were always suspect. My co-worker, Tom Pearson helped the
NTSB with the radio tests.
The actual cause of the derailment was not difficult to find. B4 derailed as a result of traveling over a broken rail located just after the duck-under tunnel. The rules for inspection of the track inside the yard were not comprehensive. No
automated inspection was mandated, and no regime of a walking inspection was required. The rail, spiked to wooden
ties on a ballast of gravel and cinders, was laid in 1930; it was found to have had a catastrophic failure. A split rail defect
had been present and growing for some time, finally resulting in a whopping 5-foot 8-inch piece of the top (ball) of the
1924 vintage 100# rail breaking completely off the web! Even with this defect present, there was evidence that wheels
had traveled across the broken place for some time, riding on the web of the rail before bouncing back onto the ball of
of documented
car
the intact portion of the rail. This was Silver
the onlySolarium-main
contributing trackarea
defect
in the NTSB investigation.
In conclusion, it is apparent to me that, if the standard orders for protecting adjacent tracks had been followed, as was
mandated by all rules in all the class 1’s and numerous others operating into Potomac Yards rule books, and even if that
only slowed the Piedmont, the damage and total cost of the crash could have been reduced. Make no mistake, there was
a distinct possibility of the loss of life, which could have been avoided. Consider what would have happened if the boxcar had contained a hazardous material, or it had been a tank car filled with fuel.
In a train derailment with primarily steel cars, forward momentum energy is absorbed in 2 ways, either the train accordions, that is, the cars stay coupled and end up side-by-side, or cars go vertical and come back after slowing, often
then ending up side-by-side. Moving all the mass of the train in a different direction than that which it is traveling is
how the stopping energy is absorbed. Primarily vintage wooden cars simply disintegrated in a crash. Prior to TightLock couplers on all passenger cars, any cars in a derailment went everywhere, sometimes traveling quite some distance
before either coming apart, leapfrogging onto the car ahead called “telescoping,” or hitting something like a bridge, falling down an embankment, or rolling. If the Piedmont had had, say, the standard one or two locomotives for a train of
five passenger cars, the coaches would likely have been part of the crash accordion such as occurred with the four locomotives, and would have been where deceleration energy would have been absorbed, importantly, with people inside,
with loss of life a distinct possibility.
I guess the NTSB, in one of their classic understatements, had it right, and I paraphrase, “if the crew of B4 had followed FRA and the Penn-Central rules, the crash well may not have happened.”
See photos on pages 11 & 12.

Eds: John Frye writes stories of his railroad experiences and articles about railroad basics and events for the Richmond, Fredericksburg and Potomac Railroad Historical Society. He started with the RF&P in 1972 as a signal maintainer/communications inspector, then worked for Washington’s Metro System for 22 years. For the past 16 years he has
worked as a Quality Assurance consultant to the transportation industry, mostly railroad and public rail transit.

(Continued on Page 11)
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(The Wreck of the Southern Railway Piedmont... Continued from Page 10)

Sketch of the position of derailed freight cars and passenger train as submitted to the NTSB

Actual photo of train wreck from NTSB files
January 2019
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(The Wreck of the Southern Railway Piedmont... Continued from Page 11)

These photos are representative of the train that crashed. Note the piggy-back cars being hauled
on the back of the Southern Railway Piedmont passenger train. The piggy-backs were dropped off
prior to arrival at the Potomac Yard in Washington, D.C.
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John Biehn’s Steam News For January, 2018
Courtesy of Jim Corbett
Maine Central 470 Update...Maine Central 4-6-2 "Pacific" type steam locomotive was built in 1924 by
the American Locomotive Company in Schenectady, N.Y. She pulled passenger trains for thirty years, mostly
between Boston and Bangor. No. 470 was the last steam locomotive operated by the Maine Central RR.
Her final publicized run between Portland and Bangor occurred on June 13, 1954. In 1962, the locomotive
was officially presented to the City of Waterville. After a later rededication, she was placed on a new display.
The locomotive then endured four decades of Maine's extreme climate and vandalism which contributed to
it’s deterioration. The New England Steam Corporation was formed in 2013 to turn back time and bring 470
back to how it appeared in its service years and then restore it to operating status once more. The locomotive's
permanent home will be on the Downeast Scenic Railroad at Ellsworth, Maine. As time and money permits,
the plan is to eventually repair the remaining Calais Branch grade crossings and mainline to Brewer. This will
connect the line from Ellsworth to the Pan Am mainline. Several New England railroads and groups have expressed a desire to lease the 470. Rebuild will go at a speed of donations and grants. Currently the tender is the
focus of NE Steam work. The tender's steel work will be completed by Cianbro Shops in Pittsfield. The frame
has been stripped of paint and will be sandblasted and primed in the spring. The trucks will be disassembled,
cleaned and inspected indoors this winter. Priming, painting and lubricating will happen as soon as the temperature allows. The tender fund will meet its complete goal when donations or grant awards reach $40,000. As
for the 470, here's what's been completed. The headlight, tender backup light and classification lights. Cylinder
drain cocks. The turbo-generator was finished by A.C. Electric in Bangor. Removal of toxic material left on
the locomotive and tender frame. Completion of an all-weather, enclosed shop with live rail access. Happening
now: The tender rebuild. Loosening up the frozen pistons and rods, locked since 1970. Further removal of
paint and collected grime, rocks, rust, broken glass and sand. Work continues on the Westinghouse crosscompound pump. Further development of shop facilities, including electrification. Removal of remaining components from the frame including pony truck assembly. If funding is steady and sufficient to what is required
to bring No. 470 up to exceed regulated minimums, this project is projected to take three to eight years. In
spite of sixty years of outdoor display, a great deal of 470's boiler and firebox appears to be solid. The locomotive may have been thoroughly shopped prior to her final run in 1954. The inspection of the firebox and
smokebox revealed little internal wear. A final note. The 470 rebuild team includes a mechanical engineer, a
machinist, as well as a civil engineer and a student civil engineer. Contractors and volunteers will be certified
and cleared by the Chief Mechanical Officer. The rebuild team is experienced with steam locomotive restoration and operation, and will be advised by Scott Lindsay of Steam Operations Corporation as required.
Steam In Illinois...J Neils Lumber Company Shay No. 5 recently passed its 1472 day Federal Inspection at
the Illinois Railroad Museum at Union, Illinois. The locomotive then made a short test run on the mainline
pullingthree coaches. This was the first run by this steam locomotive at IRM since September, 1999. In addition tobeing brought up to Federal Standards, work completed on the engine in recent years included a new
partialfront tube sheet, a new grate system, and a new nozzle and smokebox setup. The boiler pressure was also raised from 160 psi to 190 psi. Shay No. 5 was built by the Lima Locomotive Works in 1929 and operated
for the logging industry in the Pacific Northwest its entire career. It is the only geared steam locomotive preserved at the IRM and was the first steam locomotive to operate at IRM back in 1966. This engine will be in
train service supplementing Frisco 2-10-0 No. 1630 in 2019.
Future Tennessee Steam...Work crews successfully moved NC&StL No. 576 from its long time resting place
in Nashville's Centennial Park to a rail line two miles away. The move took place January 13. The 1940's
steam engine had drawn visitors to the park and had been featured on country music covers, but the intent now
is to get it chugging again for tourism trips between Nashville and Watertown."Its been a great fixture of Centennial Park, but it is an industrial machine that requires constant care and maintenance for its long term
preservation, and the best way to do that is actually make it operable," said Joey Bryan, spokesman for the
Nashville Steam Preservation Society which has raised more than $500,000 for the relocation. Bryan notes that
locomotive 576 made for a nice photo backdrop for Hank Snow and Johnny Cash and countless tourists, but
January 2019
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(Steam News... Continued from Page 13)
but that the steam engine can truly show industrial power in motion. "You see the sights and you hear the
sounds of the various tools and appliances and the steaming and exhaust kind of going everywhere and it's really a sensory experience." he said. In its day 1942-1952, the locomotive logged hundreds of thousands of
miles carrying WW2 supplies, and then passengers for the NC&StL Railway. After this successful move,
preservationists will need to raise an estimated $1.5 million for what will be a gritty, labor intensive restoration, with ongoing maintenance that requires forklifts and cranes-the kind of work that restorers said was impossible to do in a public park. Bryan said it is a doable project thanks in part to a team that has helped get
many other steam locomotives back in operation. "One of our main missions as an organization is to educate
the next generation on how to maintain these machines, how to build new parts and how to weld, "he said.
Once finished, the train will run 90 mile round trips to Watertown, similar to "heritage tourism" rides available
now from the Tennessee Central Railway Museum. (Thanks to Tony Gonzalez WPLN FM News)
Western Maryland 1309 News...Western Maryland Scenic Railroad Executive Director John Garner said
the railroad's restoration of former Chesapeake & Ohio 2-6-6-2 No. 1309 is proceeding at a pace now that the
line will begin selling tickets soon for an early July debut. The locomotive, which was test fired last September, will be wheeled soon and following work to install brake gear will start making test runs in late February
and early March, Garner said. The $2.4 million project was delayed multiple times as the cost of the project
grew from an early $800,000 estimate and funding lagged behind. Work resumed last spring, but was hampered after it was discovered that a former railroad employee had stolen and scrapped critical parts. Nevertheless, a native Appalachian articulated operating on a regular basis will be a big attraction for the railroad. No.
1309 will be unique among operating steam locomotives in the U.S. She was designed to haul heavy coal
trains out of West Virginia coal mines when placed in service in 1949. When restoration is complete, No.
1309 will be the only operating compound-mallet style locomotive east of the Mississippi River. A 1309 Club
has been created to find 200 donors interested in raising the money and finishing the engine. To help see...
wmsr.com/support-co-1309-restoration (Thanks to Dutch Tubman, via Tom Schultz)
Last Train Returns Home...The Mt. Tamalpais & Muir Woods Railroad was a nineteen mile scenic railway climbing nearly 2,400 feet from Mill Valley to the east peak of Mt. Tamalpais in Marin County with a
two and a half mile spur to the Muir Woods. It was a popular tourist attraction with a mountain top tavern offering a chance to relax and enjoy striking views of the San Francisco Bay area. Trains were hauled by a succession of small geared steam locomotives, including the 2-truck Heisler No. 9. Built in 1920, it is the only
surviving Mt Tamalpais & Muir Woods locomotive. When the railroad closed in 1929, No. 9 went to the Siskiyou Lumber Company. Five years later, it was sold to the Dolbeer & Carson Lumber Company and in 1953
it was sold again to the Pacific Lumber Company. Shortly afterwards, it was retired and donated to the City of
Scotia. For 65 years, locomotive No. 9 was on display outside a museum in Scotia. However, recently-using a
crane-moving crew commandeered by railroad buff Fred Runner, lifted the 30 ton engine, set it on a flatbed
truck and drove it to a private ranch in Sonoma County, where it will temporarily stay until restoration work
gets rolling. Runner, who's dubbed himself the definitive historian of the so-called "Crookedest Railroad in the
World," has coveted the historic engine for decades. When he learned Scotia was putting No. 9 up for auction
earlier this year, he got together a group of Marin residents and raised enough money to place the winning bid$56,240. Eventually Runner hopes to put No. 9 on display in its old haunt-in downtown Mill Valley or on Mt.
Tamalpais. The engine, he said, will serve as a celebration of the scenic railway and the legacy it has left behind. There is a long road ahead for Runner and Friends of No. 9, a nonprofit he helped create that footed the
bill for the purchase and transportation of the locomotive. Experts will soon assess the extent of work that
needs to be done in order to restore the train to museum quality, and then another round of fundraising will be
needed to accomplish his goal. (Thanks to Matthew Pera, Marin Independent Journal, via Alex Mayes)
Future Utah Steam...In 1992, the Golden Spike Chapter of the Railway & Locomotive Historical Society
took on the effort of restoring D&RGW 2-8-0 No. 223 to an operational engine. Although the pace of the project is slow, they have made considerable progress considering the number of volunteers working on the project and the available funding. Work is being done at their shop on the Northwest corner of the Ogden Union
Station.At the end of December, uncertainty about who owns the 1881 built locomotive is complicating restoration efforts. The Ogden Standard-Examiner reported that Salt Lake City donated the engine to the state in
1979 after it sat in Liberty Park for decades. The state then moved it to Ogden for restoration. Steve Jones,
(Continued on Page 15)
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president of the Railway & Locomotive Historical Society's Golden Spike Chapter says there apparently is no
paper trail documentation of those ownership changes. Jones says the dispute led Ogden city officials to briefly halt work being done by volunteers who have been chipping away at the project since 1992 with the goal of
preserving a piece of Western history. Jones said they've since been allowed to continue work, but the ownership dispute remains unresolved. Here's an update on the locomotive's restoration effort: In 2018, volunteers
completed the tender. It is 100 percent ready to go now that it’s been lettered. Workers have now set a goal to
raise funds, pay for, and complete all four drivers and axles. This is a major piece of work and will cost twice
what they currently have in their bank account. The drivers/wheelsets need to be turned-some of them need
bearings replaced, and at least one may need to be re-quartered after repairs. Other items completed: new cab,
sand dome, headlight, pilot and main rods. The group is looking for and certainly would welcome new volunteers. A gofundme account has been set up. To donate, go to https://www.gofundme.com/d-rgw223
(Thanks to Deseret News Utah, via Tom Schultz)
Skookum Photo Charter...There are still a few tickets available to attend Trains Magazine photo charter with
the famous 2-4-4-2 No. 7 "Skookum" that will take place at the Oregon Coast Scenic Railroad. If you miss
snapping up one of these tickets, you may regret it as it may be the last time to see and photograph Skookum
in her natural environment along the rivers and in the forests of the Pacific Northwest. This charter will run in
March. Tickets are available by calling Oregon Coast Scenic at 503-842-7972. (Thanks to Martin Hansen)

Locomotives at Cincinnati Union Terminal

E units belonging to Louisville & Nashville, Chesapeake & Ohio, New York Central and Pennsylvania idle on
the ready tracks near CUT roundhouse in September of 1952. Baltimore & Ohio, CUT, Norfolk & Western
and Chesapeake & Ohio steam engines populate the whisker tracks in the background.
Wallace W. Abby Photo
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March 2019 Meeting Notice
The next regular meeting of the Cincinnati Railroad Club will be held at 7:30 pm on Thursday,
March 7 at Harmony Lodge, 646 E. Epworth Ave, Winton Place. The evening’s program, presented
by Richard Stern will be: Exotic Trains of India.
The Sunset Limited with Pepsi Can Locomotive
Metro-North Hudson River Line, Amtrak with FL-9
Photo by Jim Mixter
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